
 Program and Course Out come  
Title of the Programme : B. Sc. in Physics 

Preamble: 

The systematic and planned curricula from first year to the third year shall motivate and 

encourage the students for pursuing higher studies in Physics and for becoming an entrepreneur. 

 Introduction: 

At first year of under-graduation: The basic topics related to the fundamentals of Physics are 

covered. Since Physics is very close to technological advancements, the practical course is 

intended to achieve the basic skills required for industry. 

At second year under-graduation: The level of the theory and practical courses shall be one 

step ahead of the first year B.Sc. Courses based on content of first year shall be introduced.. 

At third year under-graduation: Theory papers in each semester deal with the further detailed 

studies of the branches of Physics. The first two practical courses shall be based on the theory 

courses. Third practical course is project course in which student can independently think and 

carry out the project work. 

Objectives: 

1)To provide in depth knowledge of scientific and technological aspects of electronics 

2) To familiarize with current and recent technological developments 

3) To enrich knowledge through programmes such as industrial visits, hobby projects, market 

survey, projects etc. 

4) To train students in skills related to industry and market. 

5) To create foundation for research and development in Physics. 

6) To develop analytical abilities towards real world problems. 

7) To help students build-up a progressive and successful career in Physics. 

Programme Outcome: 

On successful completion of the Programme the students will be able to:  

1. Get familiar with current and recent scientific and technological developments 

2. Understand fundamentals of Physics. 

3. Develop in depth knowledge of scientific and technological aspects of Physics. 

4. Develop the practical skills related to industries and market. 
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5. Develop analytical abilities towards real world problems 

6. Build up a progressive and successful career in Physics. 

7. Foundation for research culture in Physics. 

Title of the Course : Physics  

Aim and Objectives: 

The aim of the course is to generate trained manpower with adequate theoretical and 

practical knowledge of the various facets of electronic circuits and systems. Due care is taken 

to inculcate conceptual understanding in basic phenomena, materials,structures, devices, and 

products and development of appropriate practical skills suitable for industrial needs. 

Following are the 

objectives - 

i. To design the syllabus with specific focus on key Learning Areas. 

ii. To equip student with necessary fundamental concepts and knowledge base. 

iii. To develop specific practical skills. 

iv. To prepare students for demonstrating the acquired knowledge. 

v. To encourage student to develop skills for accepting challenges of upcoming 

technological advancements. 

F.Y.B.Sc. 

Objectives: 

1. To get familiar with fundamentals of Physics. 

2. To stdy the mechanics  using Newtons laws. 

3. To study Physics principals and applications . 

4. To study electromagnetic wave and its applications. 

5. To study structure of atom and bonding mechanism in the molecule.. 

6. To study basic concepts of Thermodynamics. 

7. To understand applications of thermodynamics. 

8. To study principals , construction and working of various Thermometers 

9. To stimulate genuine interest  among students in the subject. 

S.Y.B.Sc. 

Objectives: 



1. To understand the mathematical formulation in physics. 

2. To study appluications of theoretical principles. 

3. To study network theorems , transistors and operational amplifiers. 

4. To study oscillators , power supply and number system and logic gates. 

5. To study oscillations and its types. 

6. To study wave motion , types of waves. 

7. To study Doppler effect and its appliucations. 

8. To understand the sound . 

9. To study geometrical optics( Lenses,types of lenses.) 

10. To understand the Lens aberration. 

11. To study optical instruments( Microscope, eye piece types of microscopes). 

12. To study interference and diffraction. 

13. To study Polarization. 

14. To develop problem solving approach among students. 

T.Y.B.Sc. 

       1. Read, understand and interpret physical information – verbal, mathematical and graphical.  

       2. Equip students in methodology related to Physics.  

       3. Impart skills required to gather information from resources and use them.  

       4. To give need based education in physics of the highest quality at the undergraduate level. 

       5. Offer courses to the choice of the students with interdisciplinary approach.  

       6. Perform experiments and interpret the results of observation, including making an 

           assessment of experimental uncertainties. 

       7. To advanced theoretical studies in Condensed Matter Physics, Spectroscopy,  

             Astrophysics,  Electrodynamics and Nuclear Physics. 

         8.  To develop a working knowledge of statistical mechanic 



         9.   To explore the interior of nucleus and interaction between nucleons 

       10.  To creates concern among the students on energy conservation and 

               environmental protection. 

     11. Provide an intellectually stimulating environment to develop skills and enthusiasms of  

           students  to the best of their potential. 

    12. Use Information Communication Technology to gather knowledge at will. 

     13. Attract outstanding students from all backgrounds. 

Course  Outcomes:  

On successful completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. An introduction to the pursuit of Physics, its history and methodology.  

2. Learn the importance of measurement and the methodology of using different measuring 

devices which is central to physics.  

3. This course would empower the student to acquire engineering skills and practical 

knowledge, theoretical basis for doing experiments in related areas, which help the student 

in their everyday life.  

4. Gain basic knowledge for their higher studies. 

5. foundation in optics and photonics is gained by this course and which which prepare the 

students for an intensive study of advanced topics at a later stage. 

6. The physical principles and applications of Electronics which is most necessary for a 

Physics student is understood by this course. 

7. Knowledge of various communication systems and its working is learned. 

8. The course creates concern among the students on energy conservation and 

environmental protection. 

 


